STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIPS PROGRAMME (2017–2018)

SUSTAINABLE COOPERATION WITH FOUR SELECT PARTNERS

__ Partner Universities with a matching profile and range of subjects
__ Located in global economic hubs
__ Partner Universities in Frankfurt’s Partner Cities: Tel Aviv, Birmingham, Toronto, Philadelphia

»The University and the City« Conference to involve host cities
»Frankfurt Summer School« as a generator of new formats of joint international activity
Academics, students and administrative staff across the university involved

COMPREHENSIVE PORTFOLIO OF ACTIVITIES …

Academics/scholars
__ Collaborative research projects and publications
__ Calls for joint workshops to tap larger funding opportunities
__ Exchange of researchers and lecturers

Students and PhD candidates
__ Student exchange and research visits
__ Summer schools, workshops and joint excursions

Administrative staff
__ Short-term visits for mutual learning

… AND NEW INITIATIVES

— Acquisition of alternative funding
— Thematic priorities (focus: interdisciplinarity, sustainability)

— Mutual access to research facilities.